Analysis of the Zucker Diabetic Fatty (ZDF) Type 2 Diabetic Rat Model Suggests a Neurotrophic Role for Insulin/IGF-I in Diabetic Autonomic Neuropathy
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Dysfunction of the autonomic nervous system is a recognized complication of diabetes. Neuroaxonal dystrophy (NAD), a distinctive axonopathy involving distal axons and synapses, represents the neuropathologic hallmark of diabetic sympathetic autonomic neuropathy in human and several insulinoopenic experimental rodent models. Recent studies have suggested that loss of the neurotrophic effects of insulin and/or IGF-I on sympathetic neurons and not hyperglycemia per se, may underlie the development of sympathetic NAD. The streptozotocin (STZ)-diabetic and BB/W rat, the most commonly used experimental rodent models, develop marked hyperglycemia and concomitant deficiency in both circulating insulin and IGF-I. These animals reproducibly develop NAD in nerve terminals in the prevertebral sympathetic ganglia and the distal portions of noradrenergic ileal mesenteric nerves. The Zucker Diabetic Fatty (ZDF) rat, an animal model of type 2 diabetes, also develops severe hyperglycemia comparable to that in the STZ- and BB/W-diabetic rat models, although in the presence of hyperinsulinemia. In our study, ZDF rats maintained for 6 to 7 months in a severely diabetic state, as assessed by plasma glucose and glycated hemoglobin levels, maintained significant hyperinsulinemia and normal levels of plasma IGF-I at sacrifice. NAD did not develop in diabetic ZDF rat sympathetic ganglia and ileal mesenteric nerves as assessed by quantitative ultrastructural techniques, which is in dramatic contrast to neuropathologic findings in comparably hyperglycemic 6-month STZ-diabetic insulinoopenic rats. These data combined with our previous results argue very strongly that hyperglycemia is not the critical and sufficient element in the pathogenesis of diabetes-induced NAD, rather that it is the loss of trophic support, most likely of IGF-I or insulin, that causes NAD. (Am J Pathol 2003, 163:21–28)

Clinical presentations of diabetic neuropathy include symmetric sensory polynuropathy, asymmetric mononeuropathies involving cranial and somatic nerves, and autonomic neuropathy. Although symmetrical sensory polyneuropathy (resulting in classical “stocking-glove” limb anesthesia) is pathologically the most completely studied form, the clinical manifestations of diabetic autonomic neuropathy result in increased patient morbidity and are associated with substantially increased mortality. Symptoms of diabetic autonomic neuropathy range widely from minor pupillary and sweating problems to significant disturbances in cardiovascular, alimentary and genitourinary function and involve both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. Studies of autopsied diabetic patients have established that the neuropathologic hallmark of diabetic sympathetic autonomic neuropathy is the reproducible development of markedly enlarged distal axons and nerve terminals (“neuroaxonal dystrophy”, NAD), thought to represent aberrant intraganglionic sprouting in prevertebral sympathetic ganglia in the apparent absence of significant neuron loss. Degenerating, regenerating, and pathologically distinctive, markedly swollen dystrophic axons and nerve terminals also develop in prevertebral superior mesenteric ganglia (SMG) and noradrenergic ileal mesenteric nerves in the streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic rat in the proven absence of neuron or axon loss. The pathogenesis of diabetic autonomic neuropathy remains uncertain. Although hyperglycemia directly results in a variety of abnormal metabolic reactions in nerve (eg, disordered polyol and phosphoinositide metabolism, supported by grant R37 DK19645 from the National Institutes of Health, and DRTC RIA Core grant 5 P60 DK20579.
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increase in glycated proteins and exaggerated oxidative stress), which may contribute to the development of neuropathy, other processes may also play a role. One such mechanism may involve the neurotrophic action of insulin or insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), independent of their glycemic effects. We have previously demonstrated that 6-month STZ-diabetic rats (i.e., a duration of diabetes resulting in established NAD) treated for two additional months with systemic recombinant human IGF-I (rhIGF-I) resulted in nearly complete normalization of NAD in the SMG and ileal mesenteric nerves in the absence of an effect on the metabolic severity of diabetes. Although these results suggest a critical role for decreased IGF-I in the development of NAD, interpretation of these results was complicated by the use of pharmacological doses of rhIGF-I (1 mg/kg, s.c.) in that study.

To further test the hypothesis that more physiological levels of IGF-I or insulin can exert effects independent of their glycemic effects, we have taken advantage of the Zucker Diabetic Fatty (ZDF) rat model of type 2 diabetes. The male ZDF rat (ZDF/Gmi, fa/fa), derived from inbreeding of hyperglycemic Zucker obese rats, is characterized by a mutation in the leptin receptor with resultant high circulating leptin levels. Male ZDF rats exhibit marked hyperglycemia (400 to 500 mg/dl), developing between 7 to 10 weeks of age, which is maintained for at least 6 months. These animals demonstrate hyperlipidemia, insulin resistance, and hyperinsulinemia, reaching maximum circulating insulin values approximately eightfold those of lean controls at 7 weeks and decreasing thereafter with β-cell exhaustion. Male ZDF rats gain weight in excess of lean controls for the first 6 months of life to a maximum of approximately 500 grams, decreasing somewhat thereafter. Prior to this study circulating levels of IGF-I in chronically diabetic ZDF rats have not been reported. To determine whether hyperglycemia alone is sufficient to produce sympathetic NAD or if decreased circulating levels of insulin or IGF-I play a critical role, the current study compares sympathetic autonomic neuropathy in the chronically diabetic ZDF rat model to that previously characterized in the STZ rat.

**Materials and Methods**

Male ZDF rats (ZDF/Gmi, fa/fa) and their lean littermates (ZDF/Gmi, +/?) were obtained from Charles Rivers Genetic Models, Inc. (Indianapolis, IN) Animals were maintained on Purina 5008 (16.7 kcal% fat) diet, being followed at intervals by monitoring blood glucose and body weight. ZDF rats were sacrificed 6 to 7 months after the onset of diabetes. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (~300 grams; Charles Rivers, Belmont, MA) received a single dose of STZ (65 mg/kg, i.v.; Upjohn, Kalamazoo, MI) and within a few days developed plasma glucose levels ≥350 mg/dl which were maintained until sacrifice 6 months later. Animals were housed and cared for in accordance with the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health and the Washington University Committee for the Humane Care of Laboratory Animals. The frequency of NAD in this group of STZ-induced diabetic rats formed part of a previously reported investigation and is included in the current study for comparison to ZDF rats.

Acid/ethanol extracted rat serum IGF-I was measured in the Washington University Diabetes Research and Training Center (DRTC) RIA Core laboratory at the time of sacrifice of ZDF rats by double-antibody radioimmunoassay using antibody produced in rabbits against human IGF-I and human IGF-I calibrators. Rat insulin was measured in a double-antibody radioimmunoassay, using antibody produced in guinea pigs and rat insulin calibrators. HbA1c values were determined using the Bayer DCA 2000+ analyzer (ZDF experiment) or Glycogel B kit (STZ experiment; Pierce, Rockford, IL).

The superior mesenteric ganglia (SMG) and ileal mesenteric nerves were fixed by perfusion in 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 mol/L phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, dissected, cleaned of extraneous tissue, and remained fixed overnight in the same buffer. Tissue samples were postfixed in phosphate-buffered 2% OsO4 containing 1.5% potassium ferricyanide, dehydrated in graded concentrations of alcohol and embedded in Epon with propylene oxide as an intermediary solvent. One-μm-thick plastic sections were examined by light microscopy after staining with toluidine blue. Ultrathin sections of individual SMG and ileal mesenteric nerve pedicles were cut onto formvar-coated slot grids, which permits visualization of entire ganglionic and nerve cross-sections, and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and examined with a JEOL 1200 electron microscope. The frequency of NAD is expressed as a ratio of lesions/nucleated neuronal perikarya in the SMG, as a percentage of total mesenteric nerve axon number, and as lesions per ileal mesenteric nerve fascicle (two main paravascular fascicles, largely destined for alimentary targets, are contained in each ileal mesenteric neurovascular arcade) using methods previously described in detail. Statistical comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Serum glucose (mg %)</th>
<th>HbA1c (%)</th>
<th>Final weight (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZDF rat model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean control</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>98 ± 3</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>448 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>476 ± 41 *</td>
<td>9.6 ± 0.4 *</td>
<td>419 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STZ rat model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>190 ± 9</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>460 ± 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>431 ± 19 *</td>
<td>12.6 ± 0.6 *</td>
<td>378 ± 17 †</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values represent the means ± SEM of n rats.

Statistical comparison: *P ≤ 0.0001; †P ≤ 0.01 vs. control group.
Figure 1. Neuroaxonal dystrophy in ZDF- and STZ-diabetic rat SMG. A and B: A typical principal sympathetic neuron from a 6- to 7-month ZDF-diabetic SMG is shown surrounded by axonal and dendritic processes composing the neuropil. Note the comparative size of normal nerve terminals (arrow, A) seen at higher magnification (arrows, B) compared to the dystrophic terminal shown at the same magnification in C, D. (Original magnifications: A, ×1000; B, ×12,000.) C and D: The SMG of a 6-month STZ-diabetic rat is shown consisting of a normal-appearing principal sympathetic neuron and an intimately apposed swollen dystrophic nerve ending (arrow, C, shown at higher magnification in D). The dystrophic neurite contains dense neurotransmitter containing granules (arrowheads, D) and a possible synaptic density (arrow, D). (Original magnifications: C, ×2000; D, ×12,000.)
was performed using a two-sample t-test assuming unequal variances.

**Results**

ZDF rats were markedly hyperglycemic in comparison to their lean littermate controls (Table 1), with levels of blood glucose and diabetic/control ratios of HbA1c somewhat increased or comparable, respectively, to STZ-diabetics. Body weight of ZDF rats at the time of sacrifice was not significantly different from that of lean controls (Table 1), which reflects the known phenomenon of weight loss that occurs in ZDF rats after 6 months of age.

Serum insulin levels were increased approximately threefold in ZDF rats at the time of sacrifice compared to lean controls (Controls, 0.44 ± 0.05 ng/ml, mean ± SEM, n = 7 rats; Diabetic, 1.13 ± 0.26, n = 9 rats, P = 0.03). IGF-I concentration in serum was unchanged in ZDF rats (1462 ± 88 ng/ml, n = 9) compared to lean controls (1320 ± 52, n = 7). Although IGF-I and insulin levels were not determined in the STZ-group which had formed part of a previous publication, numerous studies of the STZ-rat model have reported serum insulin values decrease >75% and serum IGF-I content decrease 50% to 86% in STZ-rats diabetic for variable durations.

Light microscopic examination of the SMG of 6- to 7-month diabetic ZDF rats failed to show active neuronal degeneration or neuron loss, apoptosis, dystrophic neuritic swellings, cytoplasmic inclusions, chromatolysis, or significant perikaryal atrophy. Ultrastructural examination of the SMG in ZDF rats showed normal neurons surrounded by axonal and dendritic processes comprising the adjacent neuropil and a complement of normal nerve terminals (arrows, Figure 1A and B). Significant numbers of dystrophic swollen axons were not encountered in either 6- to 7-month diabetic ZDF rats or lean controls. This result is in marked contrast to the SMG of STZ rats diabetic for the same interval. Dystrophic axon terminals (arrow, Figure 1C) often contain neurotransmitter granules (arrowheads, Figure 1D) and, occasionally, synaptic densities (arrow, Figure 1D). Quantitative ultrastructural determination of the NAD ratio (dystrophic axon number/nucleated neurons) in the SMG showed no increase in ZDF diabetic rats compared to lean controls (Figure 2) in contrast to a fivefold increase in 6-month STZ-diabetic rats compared to their age-matched controls.

Examination of the ileal mesenteric nerves of ZDF rats and littermate controls showed nerve fascicles (Figure 3A) containing large numbers of normal unmyelinated axons (arrows, Figure 3B) without significant numbers of dystrophic axons. In contrast, STZ-induced diabetic rats showed large numbers of dystrophic axons in ileal paravascular mesenteric nerves (arrows, Figures 3C,D) in comparison to their age-matched controls. Quantitative comparison of the frequency of NAD in ZDF and STZ-diabetic rats in ileal mesenteric nerves confirmed the failure of ZDF rats to develop NAD, which is in contrast to the 15-fold increase in the frequency of NAD in ileal paravascular mesenteric nerves of 6-month STZ-diabetic rats expressed as a percentage of total axon number (Figure 2). Expression of numbers of dystrophic axons as number/fascicle (each paravascular nerve fascicle typically is composed of 2 paravascular nerve fascicles) showed no increase in ZDF rats compared to controls (ZDF, 0.27 ± 0.08 dystrophic axons/fascicle, mean ± SEM, n = 9 rats versus control, 0.28 ± 0.13, n = 7 rats). In STZ diabetic rats, expression of the frequency of NAD in this manner demonstrated marked increase in diabetic compared to controls (STZ-diabetic, 5.3 ± 1.3, n = 6 versus age-matched controls, 0.34 ± 0.1, n = 7, P = 0.01). Neither ZDF nor STZ-diabetic rats showed significant axon loss in paravascular ileal mesenteric nerves (Figure 2).

**Discussion**

The results of these experiments demonstrate that the type 2 diabetic ZDF rat model does not develop sympathetic NAD. ZDF rats maintain marked hyperglycemia in the presence of normal circulating levels of IGF-I and significantly increased circulating insulin levels. This is in striking contrast to STZ and BB/W rat models of type 1 diabetes in which NAD develops in a setting of comparable hyperglycemia and decreased circulating levels of insulin and IGF-I. Similarly, NAD is a characteristic finding in the sympathetic ganglia of genetically diabetic Chinese hamsters and STZ-treated and non-obese diabetic mice (Schmidt et al, unpublished data), which are also hyperglycemic, hypoinsulenic and deficient in serum IGF-I. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that sympathetic NAD develops in response to loss of the neurotrophic effect of insulin and/or IGF-I, rather than hyperglycemia per se. Although a rat strain effect selectively conferring resistance to the development of NAD in ZDF rats could complicate this interpretation, all strains of insulinopenic rats (BB/W, STZ-induced Lewis, and STZ-induced Sprague-Dawley), mice (Schmidt et al, unpublished data), Chinese hamsters and man examined to date have shown a diabetes-induced increase in NAD in prevertebral sympathetic ganglia. In addition, examination of ZDF rat somatic (sciatic) nerve has shown evidence of neuropathy similar to
STZ-rats as characterized by reduced conduction velocity and morphological changes in myelinated axons.9 These data combined with previous results,8 are consistent with the argument that it is the loss of trophic support of insulin or IGF-I, rather than hyperglycemia, that causes NAD. However, the results in the ZDF rat do not permit us to absolutely distinguish between insulin, IGF-I or an as yet unidentified diabetes-induced sub-

Figure 3. Neuroaxonal dystrophy in the ileal mesenteric nerves of ZDF- and STZ-diabetic rats. A and B: A typical mesenteric nerve fascicle in the ZDF rat (A) contains numerous normal appearing unmyelinated axons (arrows, B) without significant numbers of dystrophic axons. (Original magnification A, ×1200, B, ×7500). C and D: A single mesenteric STZ-diabetic rat nerve fascicle (C) shows numerous unmyelinated axons (arrowheads, D) some of which demonstrate the ultrastructural appearance of neuroaxonal dystrophy (arrows, C and D). (Original magnification C, ×1200, D, ×7500)
stance as the critical determinant in the development of NAD. Nonetheless, a variety of observations suggest that IGF-I may be most relevant. We have found that pharmacological doses of rhIGF-I reverse established NAD within two months. In that experiment a separate group of 6 month diabetic rats received a small daily dose of regular insulin (0.3 U/kg/day, s.c. to mimic the transient hypoglycemic effect of high doses of rhIGF-I) which did not affect levels of glycated hemoglobin nor did it influence the frequency of established NAD in the SMG and ileal mesenteric nerves. The results in this experiment are consistent with the contention that IGF-I has a neurotrophic effect in this paradigm. The salutary effect of insulin at higher doses on NAD in the SMG and ileal mesenteric nerves in the STZ-rat in the absence of tight metabolic control may reflect a direct insulin neurotrophic effect or an insulin-induced increase in hepatic synthesis of circulating IGF-I, which secondarily result in decreased sympathetic NAD.

Human subjects with type 2 diabetes (non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, NIDDM) do develop sympathetic NAD, a result which would seem to be at odds with our current findings in the type 2 diabetes ZDF rat model. However, a study of large numbers of adult human diabetics with NIDDM and insulin-dependent diabetics showed a 40% to 50% decrease in serum IGF-I in both groups. Most studies have shown a decrease in circulating IGF-I levels in human diabetics, although no change or even an increase has occasionally been reported. Moreover, other studies have reported that serum IGF-I levels are preferentially decreased in patients with sensory and autonomic neuropathic symptoms compared to either non-neuropathic diabetics or controls. Levels of serum IGF-I also decline (≥30 to 40%) with aging in diabetic and control human subjects suggesting a possible shared mechanism which may underlie the observed development of sympathetic ganglionic NAD (identical in distribution, ultrastructure, and immunohistochemistry to that which develops in diabetics) in aged rats, mice, Chinese hamsters, and humans.

A role for insulin and IGF-I deficiency has been proposed previously in the pathogenesis of diabetic sensory and autonomic neuropathies. Insulin and IGF-I are known to bind to specific receptors on sensory and sympathetic neuronal perikarya, axons, and nerve terminals, and support their survival in culture. In vivo studies immunolocalize IGF-I to the cytoplasm of lumbar sympathetic neurons, although it is not known if it is locally synthesized in sympathetic ganglia, perhaps by satellite cells, synthesized within endorgans and retrogradely transported within sympathetic axons or is derived from circulating IGF-I facilitated by the lack of a sympathetic ganglionic blood-nerve barrier. Decreased levels of mRNA transcripts for IGF-I and its receptor as well as diminished 125I-IGF-I binding to a crude membrane preparation have been reported in the SCG of STZ-treated rats diabetic for 3 months, although this study did not determine whether message or IGF-I binding was localized to neurons, intraganglionic glia or both. Although little is known of satellite or Schwann cell IGF-I production in sympathetic ganglia, it is known that baseline IGF-I gene expression is reduced in Schwann cells of the sciatic nerves of STZ rats and is poorly induced in response to nerve injury, which may underlie the identified defect in somatic axonal regeneration in diabetic rats. A defect ameliorated by exogenously administered IGF-I. STZ-diabetic rats also show a 50% to 86% decrease in levels of circulating IGF-I and >75% loss of circulating insulin as well as increased levels of IGFBP-1, one of several IGF-I binding proteins, which may sequester IGF-I, reducing its activity, or, alternatively, control its local availability. Reduced levels of circulating IGFBP-3 are thought to result in faster elimination of rhIGF-I in STZ-diabetic rats. Therefore, although there is evidence of a role for IGF-I in the pathogenesis of diabetic neuropathy, it is not clear if IGF-I is a circulating factor or provided by a local autocrine or paracrine process.

Evidence has also accumulated supporting the participation of abnormal collateral sprouting, frustrated axonal regeneration, and loss of synaptic plasticity (“synaptic dysplasia”) in the pathogenesis of neuroaxonal dystrophy. Significantly, IGF-I is thought to have a role in normal synaptic development as well as nerve terminal plasticity, collateral axonal sprouting, and axonal regeneration. A role for IGF-I in routine synaptic turnover and its deficiency in diabetes could underlie synaptic dysplasia and the development of NAD and represent a possible future therapeutic target.

The failure of the ZDF rat model of type 2 diabetes to develop the hallmark neuropathologic lesions of neuroaxonal dystrophy in the SMG and ileal mesenteric nerves in the presence of sustained hyperglycemia is complete and dramatic. The ZDF model may allow investigators a different approach to interfere with various protective pathways to induce pathology without interference from established pathology, ie, to determine whether biochemical changes anticipate or produce NAD or if NAD induces biochemical alterations in ganglionic biochemistry, which is difficult to answer in the STZ-rat model. Specifically, it may be possible to interfere selectively with circulating levels of IGF-I in ZDF rats to begin to focus on its contribution to the pathogenesis and eventual therapy of diabetic autonomic neuropathy.
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